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Dither value (arb. units)
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Moller asymmetry (ppm)






RMS ~ 2970 ppm
Raw asymmetry distribution
Moller asymmetry (ppm)

















RMS ~ 212 ppm
Regressed distribution
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Moller asymmetry (ppm)







RMS ~  232 ppm











RMS ~  229 ppm













RMS ~  214 ppm
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Avg. = 328.5 +/- 70.6 ppb
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-145.3 +/- 22.8 ppb
/ndf = 1496 / 15462χ
Slug Number



















-145.3 +/- 22.8 ppb
/ndf = 29 / 372χ
Run Number






















-167.7 +/- 18.3 ppb
/ndf = 1591 / 15462χ
Slug Number























-167.7 +/- 18.3 ppb
/ndf = 44 / 372χ
Run Number























-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 2003 / 15462χ
Slug Number






















-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 141 / 372χ
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Out monopole asymmetry vs. time
-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 358 / 1522χ
Time (arb. units)


















Out monopole asymmetry vs. time
-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 141 / 372χ
Time (arb. units)





















Out monopole asymmetry vs. time
-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 75 / 152χ
Time (arb. units)

















Out monopole asymmetry vs. time
-66.3 +/- 30.7 ppb
/ndf = 19 / 72χ
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-57.1 +/- 26.6 ppb
/ndf = 34 / 372χ
Slug Number


























129.6 +/- 24.7 ppb
/ndf = 83 / 372χ
Slug Number




















-12.5 +/- 22.3 ppb
/ndf = 32 / 372χ
Slug Number

























94.2 +/- 25.4 ppb
/ndf = 48 / 372χ
Slug Number























222.9 +/- 51.7 ppb
/ndf = 345 / 372χ
Slug Number




















315.7 +/- 48.0 ppb
/ndf = 228 / 372χ
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-189.3 +/- 29.8 ppb
/ndf = 45 / 372χ
Slug Number



















-160.2 +/- 15.9 ppb
/ndf = 32 / 372χ
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Asymmetry (ppb)
-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50
Moller monopole
45, Out   32.7±-170.9 
45, In   30.1±-180.5 
48, In   33.0±-163.1 
48, Out   31.5±-125.3 
All   15.9±-160.2 
Asymmetry (ppb)
-250 -200 -150 -100 -50
Moller monopole
45 GeV   22.2±-176.1 
48 GeV   22.8±-143.4 
/2 = Inλ   22.2±-172.6 
/2 = Outλ   22.7±-147.2 
All   15.9±-160.2 
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-400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
’out’ ring
45 GeV   45.0±  6.9 
’out’ ring
48 GeV   41.5±-143.7 
Moller
45 GeV   22.2±-176.1 
Moller
48 GeV   22.8±-143.4 
Moller
All   15.9±-160.2 
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 0.367 +/-  0.232 ppm
Slug Number






















 0.402 +/-  1.303 keV
Slug Number


















-1.517 +/-  4.451 nm
Slug Number


















-9.881 +/-  3.314 nm
Slug Number





















14.525 +/-  6.486 nm
Slug Number

















 5.059 +/-  2.638 nm
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Slug Number
















Charge asymmetry vs. slug number  ts 1
 ts 2
Slug Number

















Energy difference vs. slug number  ts 1
 ts 2
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Slug Number





















E correction relative error
Avg. = 4.8 +/- 1.4 %
Slug Number















Y correction relative error
Avg. = 3.2 +/- 1.3 %
 
#  #
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Asymmetry (ppb)
-200 -100 0 100 200
45, Out   22.0± 77.6 
45, In   18.0±-99.1 
48, In   16.7± 29.3 
48, Out   17.8±-42.7 
All    9.2±-14.7 
Front Luminosity Monitor
Asymmetry (ppb)
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
45, Out   35.6± 91.2 
45, In   33.3±-28.1 
48, In   27.1± 55.3 
48, Out   29.6±-85.6 
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Asymmetry vs. azimuth: "in" ring
Azimuth (channel number)
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Azimuth (channel number)
















Transverse Asymmetry: 43 GeV, "mid" ring
Azimuth (channel number)
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0.22 0.225 0.23 0.235 0.24 0.245
(Cs)WQ  0.0022±0.2296 
NuTeV  0.0016±0.2361 
E158  0.0021±0.2308 
World Avg.  0.00015±0.23113 
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A χZ m≤431 GeV (95% C.L.)
 = 0)βSO(10) GUT  (
 (rad)β
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